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Abstract: Private, public, and not-for-profit organizations come together in cross-sector alliance
projects and programmes (CSA) to bring about large-scale changes. CSA can often face determined
competition from other alliances that oppose large-scale change or propose alterative large-scale
changes. Competition can be related to people’s deeply held beliefs arising from their ideologies,
cultures, and/or other sources of entrenched preconceptions. In previous CSA research, there
has been little consideration of competition between CSA involving people’s deeply held beliefs.
Accordingly, in this paper, a conceptual framework for better understanding CSA competition is
introduced. This encompasses the influence of people’s beliefs and related underlying determinants.
This is necessary because there are many large-scale challenges that involve private, public, and
not-for-profit organizations working together in projects and programmes against competition.

Keywords: beliefs; Brexit; cross-sector alliances (CSA); competition; predictive evaluations

1. Introduction

Hitherto, research concerned with cross-sector alliances (CSA) has considered arrangements,
resources and cooperation within CSA rather than competition between CSA (Austin 2000;
Gomes-Casseres 2003; Koschmann et al. 2012; Love et al. 2016; Marshall et al. 2014;
Rufin and Rivera-Santos 2010; Selsky and Parker 2005; Zeng and Chen 2003). However, improving
understanding about competition between CSA is also important. In particular, it is important to
improve understanding of competition that involves deeply held beliefs. This is because deeply
held beliefs can override reasoning and can be the source of intractable conflicts (Barrett 2017;
Blackman and Baird 2014; Kahan et al. 2010). For example, capacity building cross-sector alliance
projects and programmes (CSA) in fragile states can face brutal opposition from ideology-based
CSA, which are fast-moving and highly innovative (Dolnik 2007; Fernandez 2015; Gill et al. 2013;
Solomon et al. 2015). Also, CSA in stable countries can be pitted against each other in so-called culture
wars. These involve fierce competition between CSA that have opposing beliefs about civil liberty
issues (Chapman and Ciment 2014). In addition, new large-scale socio-technical innovations—such
as driverless electric vehicles—involve cross-sector competition, which can be rooted in opposing
beliefs about the benefits and dangers from technology (Poczter and Jankovic 2014; Smit 2006;
Wisniewski 2016). More broadly, some CSA work to win people over to large-scale changes that
could be deeply unattractive to people, such as sharing with strangers and the remote monitoring of
behaviour (Malhotra and Alstyne 2014). Thus, there is competition between CSA that involves deeply
held beliefs in settings ranging from fragile states to prosperous nations.

Deeply held beliefs can lead people to make recurring judgements about new situations because
they believe them to be the same as old situations. This happens because deeply held beliefs tend to
persist even in the face of contradictory information as they provide individuals with belief-based
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expectations when they receive sensory information (Anderson 2010; Carpenter and Grossberg 2003;
Kahan et al. 2013; Voss et al. 2008). Hence, CSA need to have a better understanding of competition that
involves people’s deeply held beliefs. Accordingly, a new conceptual framework for CSA competition
is introduced in this paper.

The framework is intended to contribute to the evolution of shared mental models. Shared mental
models enable different individuals with different backgrounds to be “on the same page” even when
they are from different organizations. By contrast, without shared mental models, there can be little
common ground among individuals. This can contribute to failures with high human and financial
costs. Many cross-sector initiatives seek to address profound issues. Hence, the evolution of shared
mental models can be particularly important for CSA (Mathieu et al. 2000; Mohammed et al. 2010).

The research began with exploratory inductive reasoning, moving from observations to
conceptualization of the framework. Subsequently, refinement of the framework involved abductive
reasoning through iterative cycles of reference to theory and cases (Flach and Hadjiantonis 2013).
First, observations and reflections from capacity building projects in a fragile state provided directions
for a literature review. In order to investigate to what extent, if any, the observations are found in
other settings, an initial literature review was carried out. As there was support in the literature for
the observations, a more comprehensive review of theory and cases was carried out. This included
news reports about cross-sector cases as well as scientific literature about underlying issues across
private, public, and not-for-profit sectors including perception, cognition, and management. Literature
reviews informed the development of the framework, which involved frequent iterations guided by
consideration of established criteria including comprehensiveness and parsimoniousness (Dubin 1969;
Whetten 1989).

The remainder of the paper comprises four sections. Next, literature review findings are reported.
Then the conceptual framework is introduced and research propositions are stated. Subsequently,
implications are discussed for research and for practice. In conclusion, principal contributions
are summarized.

2. Literature Review Findings

2.1. Directions for Literature Review

Directions for the literature review were informed by observations, reflections and discussions
related to capacity building projects in a fragile state. The first project began in 2001 and new projects are
on-going in 2017. These projects have involved regular interaction with the public sector, not-for-profit
sector, private sector, and local people. The importance of people’s predictive evaluations was noted.
For example, some young men, who lack positive prospects, predict better personal futures from
insurgency alliances than from cross-sector capacity development efforts: especially when insurgency
alliances offer them immediate work and rewards such as a monthly salary of 150 US dollars in cash.
People’s predictive evaluations are influenced by the originality of organizations’ actions and type
of competitors’ responses. For example, many cross-sector capacity building efforts are based on the
repetition of typical development approaches. Yet, insurgency movements are inventive in devising
competitive tactics for recruiting and rewarding, such as offering joining-up incentives including
free mobile phones. Also, organizations’ actions and competitors’ responses can have different reach
durations. Previous failures of cross-sector actions to create local employment can create long-lasting
scepticism among some local people about future prospects. Past experiences can lead to people’s
viewpoint depths being different. For example, negative experiences can lead to increasing reference
to—and association with—local ideology-based beliefs, such as preconceptions about outsiders and
suspicions about their intentions when undertaking capacity building projects. In particular, the
resurgence of local ideology-based beliefs can lead to increasing suspicions that outsiders aim to
undermine local ideologies and replace them with foreign ideologies. People’s choices arising from
organizations’ actions range from as intended to not as intended. This happens when a few people get
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jobs with cross-sector alliances, but the majority are alienated by the failures of capacity building to
generate lasting large-scale employment. By contrast, insurgency movements can be seen as offering
career prospects that are particularly valued because they are not dependent upon outsiders. Overall,
it was noted that cross-sector capacity building efforts take place within competitive environments
where there can be determined opposing organizations. In order to investigate to what extent, if any,
the observations are found in other settings, an initial literature review was carried out. As there was
support in the literature for the observations, a more comprehensive review was carried out. Literature
review findings are summarized in the following paragraphs.

2.2. People’s Viewpoint Depths

A review of the literature in research fields such as cognition, psychology, marketing, and media
studies, indicates that the positive predictive evaluations needed to win people over (Conger 1998)
depend much upon people’s viewpoint depths. In particular, deeply held beliefs can be much
more resistant to change through updating than temporary whims (Eagly and Chaiken 1995;
Kahan et al. 2010; Kim and Pasadeos 2007). For example, cultural learning can lead to individuals
having cognitive templates, which provide them with “top-down” expectations as they receive
“bottom-up” sensory information (Anderson 2010; Carpenter and Grossberg 2003; Kahan et al. 2013).
Hence, spontaneous whims can be related to persistent opinions, which can be related to deep beliefs.

2.3. People’s Predictive Evaluations

Neuroscience research has revealed underlying patterns in people’s predictive evaluations.
In particular, people are not likely to be won over if predictive evaluations suggest a negative balance or
similar balance, relative to current situations. By contrast, if predictive evaluations suggest a positive
balance, then people are more likely to be won over (Clark 2015; Hohwy 2013; Seth 2015). Thus,
predictive evaluations can range from won over to not won over. Neuroscience research also indicates
that related actions can be perceptually integrated by people to generate a single coherent evaluation
(Laurienti et al. 2003).

2.4. Organizations’ Actions

Whether CSA actions are considered in terms of the art of war (Lee et al. 1994) or the art of
persuasion (Conger 1998), winning involves determining the appropriate amount of originality in
what is offered and how it is offered (Burgelman et al. 1996; Eisenhardt and Tabrizi 1995). For example,
alliances in insurgency movements can be highly inventive in their adoption of new technologies,
their formulation of new strategies and their shaping of new organizational structures. By contrast,
cross-sector alliances facing insurgency movements can be less inventive and more repetitive in their
actions (Dolnik 2007). Thus, the actions of organizations can range from repetition to invention.
The extent of originality can affect speed of action. (Fine 1998), but it is possible for competitors to
make rapid counteractions to even highly inventive actions (Souza et al. 2004).

2.5. Competitors’ Responses

Competitors’ responses can range from no immediate response to retaliatory
counteractions—more simply put, from defer to hostile. In a duopoly or oligopoly, for
example, a competitor may make no initial response if an action does not seem threatening
(Coyne and Horn 2009). Hostile responses are common during intense winner-take-all competition.
However, hostile responses can take place within any environment if competitors believe that the
actions of others are threatening them, for example, by winning over too many people (Moorthy 1988).
In between no immediate response and hostile responses can be equalizing responses when
competitors are satisfied with re-establishing their typical share within the status quo (Normann 2000).
Competitive responses are as relevant to alliances as to individual organizations. For example,
cross-sector alliances within the climate change counter-movement (CCCM) vary their responses
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to the actions of cross-sector ecological alliances in efforts to maintain the status quo of energy
production and consumption (Brulle 2014). However, the potential for making timely competitive
responses depends much upon mental models. In particular, managers in organizations that are not
used to competition can be slowed by what has been described as cognitive inertia. This can limit
their awareness, motivation, and capability amidst competitive dynamics (Chen and Miller 2012).
A summary of constructs, together with explanations and references is provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of constructs.

Constructs Explanation References

People’s predictive evaluations
(won over—not won over)

People are more likely to be won over if
predictive evaluations suggest a positive balance

relative to their current situations
(Clark 2015; Hohwy 2013; Seth 2015)

Organizations’ actions
(repetition—invention)

Winning involves determining the appropriate
amount of originality in what is offered and how

it is offered
(Dolnik 2007; Rasmussen and Hafez 2010)

Reach duration (zero—indefinite)
The longer the reach duration, the more potential
for competitors’ responses to exert influence over

people’s predictive evaluations
(Ancona et al. 2001; Bridoux et al. 2013)

People’s viewpoint depths
(whim—belief)

Winning depends much upon the profoundness
of people’s points of view, with deeply held

beliefs being most resistant to change

(Eagly and Chaiken 1995;
Kahan et al. 2010)

Competitors’ responses
(defer—hostile)

Across sectors, competitors’ responses can range
from none immediately to retaliatory

counteractions to protect positions

(Coyne and Horn 2009; Fershtman and
Judd 1987; Moorthy 1988 )

People’s choices
(as intended—not as intended)

People’s choices can be as intended to arise from
the organizations’ actions, but unintended

consequences can also arise
(Melzer 2012; Patrick 2013; Sterman 2000)

Competitive environments
(duopoly—winner-takes all)

Competitive environments cross different types
of sectors as governments and not-for-profits also

compete to win people over

(Cerna 2014; Lindaman and
Haider-Markel 2002;

McConnell et al. 2014)

2.6. Reach Duration

Organizations’ actions and competitors’ responses can have different reach durations.
Extreme examples are speeches that reach new generations over decades and even centuries
(Calloway-Thomas and Lucaites 2006). The longer the reach duration of an action the greater is
the potential for competitors’ responses to exert an influence over people’s predictive evaluations
(Ancona et al. 2001; Bridoux et al. 2013).

2.7. People’s Choices

People’s choices arising from organizations’ actions can range from as intended to not as intended.
Within complex systems, for example, actions can backfire and have the unintended consequence of
pushing people towards competitors (Melzer 2012; Patrick 2013; Sterman 2000). Hence, the causes of
people’s choices can be attributed incorrectly to actions, for example, through perceptual biases such
as Illusions of Control (Langer 1975) and through unintended consequences such as Balloon Effects
(Madsen 2007).

2.8. Competitive Environments

Cross-section alliances seek to bring about large-scale changes in competitive environments
including: duopolies, oligopolies, and winner-take-all. For example, governments can take the
lead in cross-sector efforts to make their countries seem a more attractive geographical option than
another country,i.e., duopoly—more attractive than several other countries, i.e., oligopoly—a more
attractive option than every other country, i.e., winner-take-all (Cerna 2014). Also, two cross-sector
alliances can be pitted against each other, i.e., duopoly. Alternatively, several alliances can cooperate
temporarily against one other alliance in order to bring about change, i.e., oligopoly. Conversely, one
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cross-sector alliance can be in opposition to many other groups in an effort to maintain its hegemony,
i.e., winner-take-all (Chapman and Ciment 2014; Lindaman and Haider-Markel 2002).

3. Framework

3.1. Overview of Framework

The conceptual framework for a better understanding of CSA competition is shown in Figure 1.
This comprises the constructs summarized in Table 1 and described in Section 2 above. In particular,
the conceptual framework comprises organizations’ actions (from repetition to invention); actions’ reach
duration (from zero to indefinite); people’s viewpoint depths (from whims to beliefs); competitors’ responses
to actions (from defer to hostile); people’s predictive evaluations (from won over to not won over); people’s
choices (from as intended to not intended); and competitive environment (duopolies, oligopolies, and
winner-take-all).
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3.2. Propositions

Six propositions are explained in the following paragraphs. Propositions are summarized
diagrammatically in Figure 2 and supporting examples are summarized in Table 2 together
with references.

In addition to initial observations and literature review findings (Eagly and Chaiken 1995;
Kahan et al. 2010; Kahan et al. 2013; Kim and Pasadeos 2007), cross-sector cases illustrate how
people’s viewpoint depths affect their predictive evaluations. For example, cross-sector Brexit Leave
campaigners sharpened negative opinions about pan-EU harmonization, and successfully linked
those negative opinions to beliefs about British independence (Inman 2016; Mason and Asthana 2016;
Weaver 2016). In the USA, opinions about the meaning of the Constitution’s Second Amendment
can bind whims about where to buy personal firearms to beliefs about individual liberty. Hence, the
USA Gun Rights alliance’s cross-sector efforts have focused public and political argument to support
opinions that the Second Amendment gives an unfettered individual right to firearms ownership
(Johnson 2009; Waldman 2014). In China, anti-Japanese alliances link purchasing whims to beliefs
about Japanese aggression within Chinese heritage (Gries 2005). Accordingly, the first proposition is
stated as:
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Proposition 1. CSA will increase the number of people won over through actions that link different viewpoint
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Inter-relationships between whims, opinions and beliefs can be local. For example, to increase
congruence with local viewpoint depths, publicity for polio vaccination activities was reduced in
Afghanistan, Nigeria, and Pakistan, this being necessary to reduce counteractions against polio
vaccination activities by anti-West groups in these countries (Abimbola et al. 2013; Obadare 2005).
The failure to recognize local viewpoint depths is an issue in cross-sector capacity building actions.
This can lead to situations where largely unemployed local populations do not care about what capacity
building projects bring to their communities. For example, local populations may even disassemble
completed projects so they can take possession of source materials (Dichter 2003). Conversely, failure
to recognize the absence of deeply held beliefs can make hostile cross-sector actions ineffective.
For example, when France tried to thwart the forming of an international military coalition by the
USA, there were cross-sector calls for boycotts of French products throughout all forms of USA media.
Yet, there was no overall boycott effect because there are not deep anti-French beliefs across the USA
(Ashenfelter et al. 2007). The importance of understanding local inter-relationships between whims,
opinions and beliefs can be stated as the following proposition:

Proposition 2. CSA will increase the number of people won over through actions that are congruent with local
viewpoint depths.

Literature review findings indicate that inventive actions—as well as repetitive actions—can
be carried out quickly (Souza et al. 2004). Speed of action can be especially important to winning
when competitors are drawing from the same converging socio-technical advances (Bores et al. 2003;
Lei 2000). Hence, improvisation is increasingly relevant to cross-sector efforts to win people over
(Crossan et al. 2005; Nuñez and Lynn 2012). Improvisation involves composition and implementation
converging in time (Moorman and Miner 1998). Rather than being well resourced, composition can
involve making do with the materials at hand (Weick 2001). Rather than action being taken slowly
with expectation of it being conclusive, action can be taken quickly in the hope of moving forward
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a little and learning something along the way, such as competitors’ current strengths and weaknesses
(Weick 1984). Hence, the third proposition is:

Proposition 3. CSA will increase the number of people won over through actions that outpace the speed of
the competition.

For example, an incisive slogan, such as Clean Coal, can be introduced quickly and disseminated
rapidly as a successful counteraction against years of cross-sector lobbying and protesting to
end coal as a source of energy (Tyree and Greenleaf 2009). Similarly, the Brexit Leave slogan,
Independence Day, was introduced quickly and spread rapidly to amplify cultural beliefs about
national sovereignty and attenuate opinions about economic inter-dependencies (Weaver 2016).
Another example is fast-moving alliances of insurgent organizations winning against more bureaucratic
cross-sector alliances (Gill et al. 2013). More generally, so called hybrid threats involve the rapid
formation of loosely-coupled alliances to act against conventional alliances in fragile states
(Schroefl and Kaufman 2014; Scott and Moreland 2014).

New organizational approaches can be needed to prevent bureaucracy from stifling improvisation
(Crossan et al. 2005; Eisenhardt 1989; Eisenhardt and Tabrizi 1995; Nuñez and Lynn 2012). For example,
while the formulation of government regulations for self-driving vehicles is a slow process, the
Self-Driving Coalition for Safer Streets was put together quickly by Ford, Google, Lyft, Uber, and
Volvo Cars to work with the public sector and not-for-profits to assuage concerns about the safety of
self-driving vehicles (Spector 2016). Another example is the introduction of social media “counter
speech,” which provides opposing online narratives to those being put forward by insurgent groups.
This involves government speeding up action by working together quickly with private companies
and not-for-profits (Fernandez 2015; Kuchler and Dyer 2015). Similarly, rapid actions to improve upon
slow bureaucratic responses to Europe’s migrant crisis have been taken by quickly-formed cross-sector
alliances such as Start-Up Refugees (Fox 2016). Hence, the fourth proposition is:

Proposition 4. CSA will increase the number of people won over through actions that are not delayed by
cross-sector bureaucracy.

The literature review findings reported above indicate that the causes of people’s
choices—whether as intended or not as intended by organizations—can be attributed incorrectly
to actions (Madsen 2007; Langer 1975). Thus, managers may assume false positives and false negatives
in their interpretations of causation. Here, a false positive involves assuming that an action is the cause
of an intended positive outcome in people’s choices when, for example, it is competitors’ responses
that have had a determining positive influence. This is different to a true positive when an action
has caused an intended positive outcome in people’s choices. A false negative involves assuming
that an action has brought about an unintended negative outcome in people’s choices when, for
example, it is competitors’ responses that have had a determining negative influence. This is different
to a true negative when an action has caused an unintended negative outcome in peoples’ choices
(Peck and Devore 2011).

Identification of true causation is particularly important in cross-sector alliances where private,
public, and not-for-profit organizations are taking actions simultaneously towards agreed goals,
but can have individual perspectives about which sector is responsible for winning and for failing
(Rein and Stott 2009). For example, which organizations were responsible for what outcomes was
a topic of praise and blame rather than evaluation and learning in the Brexit campaign (Erlanger 2016).
Hence, the fifth proposition is stated as follows:

Proposition 5. CSA will increase the number of people won over through identification of true and false
causation of people’s choices.
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For example, cross-sector organizations’ actions focused on regulating where firearms can be
purchased fail to address underlying beliefs about individual liberty (Duggan et al. 2011). This in
turn leads to purchases increasing rather than decreasing as potential gun control regulations
are perceived as a threat to individual liberty (Melzer 2012; Patrick 2013). Similarly in Europe,
cross-sector Brexit Remain campaigners focused on the economic dependency of Britain on the EU,
without recognizing the potential for such argumentation to provoke opposing beliefs about British
independence. This led to the rejection of the economic argumentation and increasing support
for the Leave campaign (Inman 2016; Mason and Asthana 2016; Weaver 2016). Another example
is a cross-sector anti-radicalisation programme actually driving students towards radicalisation
(Bowcott and Adams 2016).

A summary of propositions, together with examples and references is provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of propositions.

Propositions Examples

1

CSA will increase the number
of people won over through
actions that link different
viewpoint depths

• Gun Rights alliance links gun purchase whims to
beliefs about individual liberty (Waldman 2014).

• Anti-Japanese alliance in China links purchase whims
to anti-Japanese beliefs (Gries 2005).

• Brexit Leave alliance linked bad opinions about EU to
beliefs about UK independence (Weaver 2016).

2

CSA will increase the number
of people won over through
actions that are congruent with
local viewpoint depths

• Local congruence increased by reducing polio
vaccination publicity (Obadare 2005).

• Failure to recognize local viewpoint depths is a
common issue in capacity building (Dichter 2003).

• Calls for USA boycott against France failed due to lack
of anti-French beliefs (Ashenfelter et al. 2007).

3

CSA will increase the number
of people won over through
actions that outpace the speed
of competition

• Slogans, such as Clean Coal, can counteract years of
cross-sector actions (Tyree and Greenleaf 2009).

• Fast-moving insurgent alliances win people over
against conventional alliances (Gill et al. 2013).

• Hybrid loosely-coupled alliances act rapidly against
conventional alliances (Scott and Moreland 2014).

4

CSA will increase the number
of people won over through
actions that are not delayed by
cross-sector bureaucracy

• Cross-sector alliances combine to rapidly introduce
online “counter speech” (Kuchler and Dyer 2015).

• Self-Driving Coalition for Safer Streets formed quickly
to ease safety concerns (Spector 2016). Start-Up
Refugees address slow bureaucratic responses to
European migrant crisis (Fox 2016).

5

CSA will increase the number
of people won over through
identification of true and false
choice causation

• Gun Control actions lead to gun sales as regulations are
seen as being against liberty (Patrick 2013).

• Brexit Remain provoked independence beliefs by
alleging UK is dependent on EU (Inman 2016).

• Cross-sector anti-radicalisation programme actually
causes radicalisation (Bowcott and Adams 2016).

6

CSA will increase the number
of people won over through
regular re-evaluations of
choice causation

• Re-evaluation of polio vaccination publicity found it
was counterproductive (Abimbola et al. 2013).

• Re-evaluation of major deworming programmes found
them to be less effective (Aiken et al. 2015).

• Effective Altruism re-evaluates cross-sector donations
to improve prosperity (MacAskill 2015).

Importantly, what may have been a true positive in the past can become a true negative
in the future. This can happen when organizations fall into success traps, where initial success
reinforces repetition (Whyte et al. 1997), and competence traps, where organizations become capable
only of repeating the same ways of working (Luchins and Luchins 1987). Thus, what was first
a successful action can become enshrined in organizational memory and drawn upon over and over
again (Rolfe 2005). Hence, as seen in sectors such pharmaceuticals, reference to true positives in
organizational memory can be counterproductive when inventiveness is needed to address major
changes in competitive environments (Martinez and Goldstein 2007). Accordingly, what had been true
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positives in the previous environment can become negative action options in the new environment
(Madsen and Desai 2010; Simsek et al. 2014). So it is that exactly the same content in organizational
memory can change over time from being characterised by invention to being characterised by
repetition and from being followed by positive outcomes in people’s choices to being followed by
negative outcomes in people’s choices. Accordingly, the sixth proposition is stated as follows:

Proposition 6. CSA will increase the number of people won over through regular re-evaluation of
choice causation.

For example, re-evaluation of publicity for polio vaccination programmes in Nigeria, Pakistan, and
Afghanistan identified that it was counterproductive and concluded that there should be less publicity
(Abimbola et al. 2013). Another example is that of the re-evaluation of major deworming programmes
revealing that the programmes can have a less positive effect on school attendance than had previously
been thought (Aiken et al. 2015). More broadly, the Effective Altruism movement undertakes frequent
evidence-based evaluations of what is gained from donations and other investments in cross-sector
efforts to improve health and prosperity (MacAskill 2015).

4. Discussion

4.1. Implications for Research

Hitherto, research has considered arrangements, resources and cooperation within CSA (Austin 2000;
Love et al. 2016; Zeng and Chen 2003). Here, by contrast, a framework is introduced for CSA competition.
While understanding CSA cooperation is important, success depends also upon a better understanding
of CSA competition and in particular CSA competition that involves deeply held beliefs. For example,
capacity building CSA in fragile states can face brutal opposition based on ideologies, and CSA in
stable countries can be pitted against each other in so-called culture wars (Chapman and Ciment
2014; Fernandez 2015; Kuchler and Dyer 2015; Lindaman and Haider-Markel 2002). At the same
time, CSA promoting new socio-technical paradigms such as driverless electric vehicles and other
applications of artificial intelligence (AI) can face determined opposition (Malhotra and Alstyne 2014;
Poczter and Jankovic 2014).

As summarized in Figure 1, the contribution of this paper is to introduce a framework for
competition between CSA that can transcend sector-specific mental models. This is appropriate
because human perceptual constructs can integrate multiple dimensions, such as those from private,
public, and not-for-profit sectors to generate coherent behavioural preferences (Anderson 2010;
Carpenter and Grossberg 2003). Thus, human predictive evaluations do not have to separate different
sectors (Clark 2015; Hohwy 2013; Laurienti et al. 2003; Seth 2015). Rather, affecting people’s predictive
evaluations always involves affecting people’s viewpoint depths of varying profoundness, ranging
from whims to beliefs (Eagly and Chaiken 1995; Kahan et al. 2013).

Moreover, interpretations of people’s choices are not specific to actions that are intended to be
primarily private, public or not-for-profit. Rather, the interpretation of people’s choices involves
the phenomena of perception and cognition that are common across those actions intended to be
primarily private, public or not-for-profit (Luchins and Luchins 1987; Staw 1976; Sydow et al. 2009).
Accordingly, it is appropriate that a framework addressing competition between CSA incorporates
common determinants rather than advances separate perspectives such as those of switching costs
(Burnham et al. 2003), people flows (Jennissen 2007), and cultural forces (Swanson and Creed 2014).

A direction for future research is to investigate the extent to which one framework can be
meaningful to different communities of practice that come together in cross-sector alliance projects
(Bowker and Star 1999) and to what extent individuals’ existing mental models can limit their
perceptions of the proposed framework (Kimble et al. 2010). Key to the proposed framework are terms
such as ‘whim’ and ‘belief’. Whether these terms are considered to be separate states or continuum
phases, the differences between them can be hard to define. A prospective (ex-ante) approach is to
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consider the amount of cultural learning people have been exposed to about a particular viewpoint.
A retrospective (ex-post) approach is to consider the extent to which people have sought to defend a
viewpoint. Yet, neither of these approaches may be conclusive. For example, people can convert away
from their lifetimes’ beliefs, while fatal arguments among friends can arise from differences of opinion
about trivial issues (Davis 2016).

More broadly, a fundamental challenge in defining people’s viewpoint depths is that they are
latent realities. That is, they exist and can provide explanatory unity for phenomena but they are
neither directly observable nor easily described by a single measure (Kline 2011). Hence, it is important
for future research to consider different perceptions of key terms among individuals from different
sectors, and how different perceptions can be resolved (Francis and Gallard 2005).

4.2. Implications for Practice

From a practical perspective, the framework is relevant to CSA competition in many different
settings. Often, actions taken by CSA will be mediated by competitors’ responses. In some cases,
actions and counteractions can involve life and death struggles. In such struggles, barriers between
the thinking of different individuals can have grave consequences (Brummans et al. 2008; Greve 2005;
Kabra et al. 2015). Hence, a common framework is important for practitioners because it can provide
the basis for shared mental models among individuals from different organizations. By contrast,
without shared mental models, common ground among individuals may not be established. This can
contribute to failures with high human and financial costs (Mohammed et al. 2010).

Several implications arise from the proposed framework. First, rather than being concerned with
cooperation inside cross-sector alliances, the framework addresses determinants involved in CSA
actions to win people over against competition. Parties within CSA often have bases for cooperation
through shared objectives. However, it is possible that parties in cross-sector efforts to win people over
can spend too much time agreeing with each other and not enough time competing successfully against
those who oppose them (Fernandez 2015; Melzer 2012). Moreover, internal agreement is not necessary
for CSA to be successful in competition. For example, the Brexit Leave alliance was successful despite
being fraught with internal disagreements such as the formation of the Grassroots Out organization
following infighting between two other organizations (Vote Leave and LeaveEU) (Dean 2016).

Furthermore, in order to compete successfully, CSA need to better understand the profoundness
of people’s viewpoint depths and inter-relationships between viewpoints. For example, a consumption
whim about what to purchase and where can be related to a considered opinion about the best way
to address a serious issue, which can be related to deeply held cultural beliefs. Thus, seeking only to
address where something can be bought does not address the root causes of purchases and so can lead
to purchases increasing rather than decreasing (Patrick 2013).

Also, seeking to change beliefs can require considerable inventiveness in action: not just in one
action but in many inventive actions that win people over and address counteractions as they emerge.
Thus, parties in CSA should benefit from being less concerned about how well they get on with each
other and more concerned about their capacity for inventive actions. In particular, parties in CSA can
foster inventive excellence through critical argument (De Dreu 2006). This is most important when
lack of originality can bring terminal losses in a fiercely contested winner-take-all environment where
competitors seek to gain control through shaping beliefs about what is possible. At the same time,
CSA should seek to foster improvisational agility that enables them to pre-empt and respond quickly,
as well as inventively, to competitors’ actions (Fryer and Loury 2005).

Moreover, parties in CSA need to analyse carefully what works and what does not work in
competition. This is necessary to avoid false positives and false negatives in the attribution of action
outcomes in people’s choices, and so avoid subsequent inept repetitions. Hence, it is important for
CSA to avoid attribution bias where successes and failures are attributed to one figurehead or one
particular action. Instead, patterns across actions—and responses to them—should be analysed in
order to determine how evolving successes emerge from action (Garud et al. 2008; Moeller 2014).
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The proposed framework can contribute to enabling such analyses. In particular, the
proposed framework can provide a starting point for the formulation of computational simulation
models (Davis et al. 2007). A potential direction for their formulation is to draw upon established
mathematical models developed originally for describing behaviour related to influencing customers,
to inter-organizational combat, and to environmental perturbances (Prasad and Sethi 2003).

5. Conclusions

Previous work concerning cross-sector alliances has considered arrangements, resources, and
cooperation within CSA. By contrast, the overall contribution of this paper is to explain determinants
in competition between CSA. This is important because, while understanding cooperation within CSA
is important, success depends upon a better understanding of how to deal with competition between
CSA. The framework comprises the following principal factors: predictive evaluations, organizations’
actions, competitors’ responses, reach duration, people’s viewpoint depths, people’s choices, and
competitive environment. The framework has been used to explain the need for cross-sector alliances
to better map viewpoint depths, outpace cross-sector competition, and verify choice causation.
The framework is founded upon research into perception and cognition that underlie behaviour in any
sector. In addition, the framework encompasses theories of competitive environments, improvisation,
and organizational memory. The introduction of a common framework is timely as there are many
major challenges that involve private, public and not-for-profit organizations working together in CSA
against competition. It is not the purpose of this paper to seek to assert that the proposed conceptual
framework is complete and fixed. Rather, it is open to improvement through critical appraisal and
through further research as cross-sector competition evolves.
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